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A PPENDIX A
L ABELS OF ELEMENTS

Fig. 1: Categories of elements in a timeline infographic. The event
mark, annotation mark, and main body can be reused, while others
need to be updated.
We use two datasets to train the model and evaluate our
approach. The first one (referred to as D1 ) is a synthetic dataset that
covers all types (i.e., the combination of the three design dimensions
of timelines) of timeline. We extended TimelineStoryteller [3], a
timeline authoring tool, to generate D1 . The second dataset (referred
to as D2 ) consists of real-world timelines, that are collected from
Google Image [2], Pinterest [4], and FreePicker [1] by using the
search keywords timeline infographic and infographic timeline. D2

has more diverse styles, especially for marks, and it covers most
common types of timeline.
To identify the categories of elements in a timeline, four
of the coauthors independently reviewed all the timelines in
our two datasets. Each of them iteratively summarized a set of
mutually exclusive categories that can be used to depict elements
in a timeline infographic. Gathering the reviews resulted in six
categories (Figure 1). Three categories (i.e., event mark, annotation
mark, main body) are reusable elements and three categories (i.e.,
event text, annotation text, annotation icon) are unreusable elements
that needed to be updated. The detailed description of each category
iswhose details are presented in Table 1.
For the elements that need to be reused, we labeled them
with their bboxes and masks, which can be used to segment these
elements from the original infographic. For those that need to be
updated, we only labeled them with their bbox, since the contents
of these elements need to be changed with updated data.
We also identified other guide elements (e.g., the text elements
or marks in axes and legends) in our datasets. However, these
elements only exist in D1 . Thus, we decided to exclude them in
our study.
•
•
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TABLE 1: Categories of elements in timeline infographics.
Category

Explanation

Label type

Occurrence

Event mark

A graphical mark that represents an event. The
mark does not relate to the content of the event
it represents.

BBox + Mask

1 / event

Event text

A block of text that depicts and only depicts the
occurred time of an event.

BBox

0 ∼ 1 / event

Annotation mark

A graphical mark that annotates an event. The
mark does not relate to the content of the event
it annotates.

BBox + Mask

0 ∼ n / event

Annotation text

A block of text that depicts the content of an event.
The occurred time of the event can be included.

BBox

0 ∼ n / event

Annotation icon

A graphical or natural image that annotates an event.

BBox

0 ∼ n / event

Main body

A graphical mark that represents the time.

BBox + Mask

0 ∼ n / image
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A PPENDIX B
A RCHITECTURE

Fig. 2: Complete architecture to parse both global and local
informationsimultaneously.
Figure 2 presents an overview of the complete architecture
of our model that can parse both global and local information
simultaneously. We further present the details of ResNeXt-FPN,
Class Head, RPN, Box Head, and Mask Head, respectively.
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B.1

ResNeXt-FPN

The Figure 3 shows the configurations of the ResNeXt-FPN,
which is used to extract multi-scale image features, in our model.
ResNeXt [14] achieves state-of-the-art performances in many
computer vision tasks. We use ResNeXt to extract the features
of a timeline infographic. It takes a 3-channel image (i.e., RGB)
as input and uses one stem block and four groups of bottleneck
block to extract features. The multipliers of bottleneck blocks are
for ResNeXt-50. As for ResNeXt-101, the bottleneck block of the
stage 4 is repeated 23 times rather than 6 times in ResNeXt-50. The
four groups of bottleneck block output a feature hierarchy with a
pyramidal shape that consists of feature maps with 256, 512, 1024,
2048 channels, respectively.
We then pass the feature maps into Feature Pyramid Network [10] (FPN). FPN is a top-down architecture and can build
semantically strong feature maps at multiple scales using the feature
maps from ResNeXt. FPN makes our model scale-invariant and
able to handle images of vastly different resolution. FPN outputs
four feature maps with 256d (i.e., 256 channels).
Please note that the input image can be any resolution (i.e.,
width × height). Thus, in the figures, we only annotate the
input/output with resolutions in parentheses for those requiring
fixed size resolutions.
B.2

Class Head

We use Class Head that consists of two sibling fully connected (FC)
layers to classify the type and orientation of a timeline infographic
by consuming the feature maps from ResNeXt-FPN. 2D average
pooling is applied to the features before they are passed to FC
layers, following the well-established torchvision package. One
problem here is which feature map should be used in Class Head,

Fig. 3: The detail configurations of the ResNeXt-FPN, which is used to extract multi-scale image features in our model.
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three aspect ratios (i.e., 1 : 2, 1 : 1, 2 : 1). For each three anchors
center at the same grid, RPN outputs a 3d vector to predict their
objectness probability and a 3×4d vector to predict their regression
offsets. A region proposal creator will then process these outputs
together with anchors to remove bboxes that have no elements and
crop bboxes that exceed the boundary of the image. The remaining
bboxes are then used to extract regions of interest (RoIs) from the
feature maps using an RoIAlign layer. Besides, the RoIAlign layer
normalize each RoI to fixed sizes so that it can be passed to the
two heads (7 × 7 for Box Head and 14 × 14 for Mask Head).
Fig. 4: Class Head consists of two sibling fully connected (FC)
layers, which are used to classify the type and orientation of a
timeline infographic.

B.4

Box Head

given ResNeXt-FPN outputs four 256d feature maps. Considering
that the task is to classify the entire image, we choose the last
feature map that contains the strongest semantics and the largest
scale. One alternative is to use the feature map from ResNeXt (i.e.,
the 2048d one). We used this feature map in our initial architecture
to parse the global information. However, after extending our
architecture to parse the local extra, we found out that using the
256d features from FPN can stabilize the training and improve the
performance. We regard this as an advantage of consistent gradients
from the local and global information for the back propagation.
B.3

Region Proposal Network

To parse the local information, we first feed the feature maps from
the ResNeXt-FPN into a Region Proposal Network [12] (RPN) to
propose regions that may contain elements in a timeline image.
RPN is a fully convolutional network (FCN) that simultaneously
predicts element locations (by bbox) and objectness probability
(i.e., whether there is an object within the bbox) in an image. It
takes the four feature maps from ResNeXt-FPN as inputs and
generates anchors (a set of reference bboxes) of various sizes for
each feature map (e.g., 322 , 642 , 1282 , 2562 , for the 1st, 2ed, 3rd,
and 4th feature map, respectively). For each grid in each feature
map, RPN uses an anchor generator to generate three anchors of

Fig. 6: Box Head uses two sibling FC layers to classify the category
and regress the bbox of the element within an RoI.
The Box Head follows the design in [7] to use two sibling FC
layers to classify the category and regress the bbox of the element
within an RoI. It takes a 256d feature of resolution 7 × 7 from RPN
as the input and uses two FC layers to reduce the feature to 1024d.
The Box Head then uses two sibling FC layers to output: 1) a 7d
vector that can be used to compute the category over 6 element
categories and 1 “catch all” background, and 2) a 6 × 4d vector
that represents 6 bbox regressions, each of which is a four-value

Fig. 5: RPN propose region proposal by simultaneously predicting element locations (by bbox) and objectness probability (i.e., whether
there is an object within the bbox) in an image.
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tuple t = (tx ,ty ,tw ,th ) for a category. We use the parameterization
for t given in [7], in which t specifies a scale-invariant translation
and log-space height/width shift relative to an RoI.
B.5

C.2

Multi-task loss

Our model is optimized for a multi-task loss function that consists
of seven losses:
L = λ1 LImagetype + λ2 LImageorient.

Mask Head

+ λ3 LRoI ob jectness + λ4 LRoI bbox

(1)

+ λ5 LDT type + λ6 LDT bbox + λ7 LDT mask

Fig. 7: Mask Head uses an FCN to predict the pixels of the element
within an RoI.
The Mask Head follows the design in [9] and uses an FCN for
predicting the pixels of the element within an RoI. Specifically, it
takes a 256d feature of resolution 14 × 14 from RPN as the input
and goes through 4 Conv2D layers of 3 × 3 kernels, 1 transposed
Conv2D layer, and 1 Conv2D of 1 × 1 kernel. Finally, the Mask
Head outputs one binary masks (of resolution 28 × 28) for each
of the six categories. The binary masks indicate whether a pixel
inside the RoI belongs to the element or not.

A PPENDIX C
T RAINING
C.1

Fine-tuning on Pre-trained Networks

A large-scale dataset is required to train our model for a good
performance. However, our two datasets are relatively small, with
only 4689 images in total. A key advantage of deep learning model
is that the feature representations learned on a pre-trained task
can transfer to another task [8]. This well-established strategy not
only speeds up the convergence of training but also enable good
performance on tasks with small datasets. Therefore, we initialize
the ResNeXt using the pre-trained weights on ImageNet [6], which
is a large dataset containing millions of images across 1000 classes.
We then fine-tune the model on our datasets.

The summary of these losses is presented in Table 2. The
hyper-parameters λ in Equation 1 control the balance between
these seven task losses. We note that the losses defined on the
entire image (i.e., LImagetype and LImageorient. ) are not on the same
scale with other losses (which are defined on the local regions of
the image). Therefore, we empirically set a smaller λ to them (i.e.,
0.15) and follow previous works [7], [9], [12] to keep other losses
as 1. The detail computation of each loss is described as follows:
• LImagetype The LImagetype , defined on the entire image, is computed using the output on the timeline type from Class Head
(section B.2). The output is a discrete probability distribution
p = (p1 , ..., p1 0) over 10 timeline types computed by a softmax
function. The timeline type classification loss is a log loss for
the true type u : LImagetype (p, u) = − log pu .
• LImageorient. The LImageorient. , defined on the entire image, is
computed using the output on the timeline orientation from Class
Head section B.2. The output is a discrete probability distribution
p = (p1 , p2 , p3 ) over 3 timeline orientations computed by a
softmax function. The timeline orientation classification loss is a
log loss for the true orientation u : LImageorient. (p, u) = − log pu .
• LRoI ob jectness The LRoI ob jectness , defined on each RoI, is computed
using the output on the objectness from RPN (section B.3).
For each RoI, RPN uses a softmax function to compute a
probability p to predict whether the RoI contains objects or
not (i.e., foreground vs. background). The ground truth p∗ is
1 if a RoI is the foreground; otherwise, 0 for the background.
The objectness classification loss is a log loss over two classes:
LRoI ob jectness (p, p∗ ) = −p∗ log p − (1 − p∗ ) log(1 − p). We refer
the reader to [12] for more details.
• LRoI bbox The LRoI bbox , defined on each RoI, is computed using the
output on the bbox from RPN (section B.3). For each RoI, RPN
outputs bbox correction t = (tx ,ty ,tw ,th ) of the anchor associated
with the RoI. The regression loss is computed using Smooth L1
on the prediction t and ground truth t ∗ :

TABLE 2: Multi-tasks loss functions of our model.
Target

Type

Loss

Weight

LImagetype

Image

Classification

CE

0.15

LImageorient.

Image

Classification

CE

0.15

LRoI ob jectness

RoI

Classification

CE

1

LRoI bbox

RoI

Regression

Smooth L1

1

LDT type

DT

Classification

CE

1

LDT bbox

DT

Regression

Smooth L1

1

LDT mask

DT

Classification

CE

1

* CE means Cross-Entropy

•

•

LRoI bbox (t,t ∗ ) = p∗ L1smooth (t − t ∗ ),
(2)

0.5x2
i f |x| < 1
where L1smooth (x) =
, and the term p∗
|x| − 0.5 otherwise
indicates that the loss is activated only for foreground RoI
(p∗ = 1) and is disabled otherwise (p∗ = 0). We refer the reader
to [12] for more details.
LDT type The LDT type , defined on each detection (i.e., DT),
is computed using the output on the element category from
Box Head (section B.4). For each DT, Box Head uses a
softmax function to compute a discrete probability distribution
p = (p0 , p1 , ..., p6 ) over six pre-defined element categories and a
“catch all” background. The element category classification loss
is a log loss for the true category u : LDT type (p, u) = − log pu .
LDT bbox The LDT bbox , defined on each DT, is computed using
the output on the element bbox from Box Head (section B.4).
For each DT, Box Head outputs 6 bbox regression corrections,
t k = (txk ,tyk ,twk ,thk ) indexed by k, one for each of the 6 categories.
We use the parameterization for t k given in [7], in which t k
specifies a scale-invariant translation and log-space height/width
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shift relative to a region proposal (RoI). Similar to LRoI bbox ,
the regression loss LDT bbox is also computed using Smooth
L1 : LDT bbox (t u ,t ∗ = [u > 0] L1smooth (t u − t ∗ )), where t u is the
predicted bbox correction of the true category u and t ∗ is the
ground truth. The Iverson bracket indicator function [u > 0]
evaluates to 1 when u > 0 and 0 otherwise, which means the loss
is only activated on the foreground predictions (p1 to p6 ), since
the “catch all’ background class is labeled u = 0 by convention.
We refer the reader to [7] for more details.
LDT mask The LDT mask , defined on each DT, is computed using
the output of Mask Head (section B.5). For each DT, Mask
Head (section B.5) outputs 6 binary masks of resolution m × m
(defined as a hyper parameter), one for each of the 6 categories.
LDT mask s defined as the average binary cross-entropy loss over
all pixels of a mask. Besides, for an DT associated with its
ground true category u, the loss is only defined in the u −th mask

(a) The hyper parameters for R50.

5

(other mask outputs do
h not contribute to the loss): LDT
i mask =
1
∗
u
∗
u
− [u > 0] m2 ∑1<i, j≤m pi j log pi j + (1 − pi j ) log(1 − pi j ) ,
where p∗i j is the label of a pixel (i, j) in the true mask and puij is
the predicted label of the same pixel for the true category u; the
term [u > 0] works in the same manner as in LDT bbox . We refer
the reader to [9] for more details.
C.3

Hyper parameters

We implemented two types of CNN backbone for our model,
namely, ResNeXt-101 (R101) and ResNeXt-50 (R50). We set
hyper-parameters by mostly following [9]. Our initial testing
confirmed that these hyper-parameters worked well for our model
on infographics, although they were mainly chosen for natural
images. Below are the hyper parameters for R50 (Figure 8a) and
R101 (Figure 8b), respectively.

(b) The hyper parameters for R101.

Fig. 8: Hyper parameters we used to trained our models.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9: Infographics with both natural and graphical elements.

A PPENDIX D
E XAMPLES
D.1

Infographics with Natural and Graphical Elements

In an infographic, a common practice is to show objects with photos
and annotate them with graphical shapes. Such kind of hybrid
components requires a model that considers the characteristics of
both natural and graphical elements. Although our datasets do not
include natural elements, we are interested in the performance of
our model on timelines that contain both graphical and natural
elements. Thus, we randomly substituted some graphical marks
with photos of animals and then fed them to our model.
In the Figure 9a, we substituted all annotation icons with animal
photos and randomly added additional animal photos for disruption.
The results show that our model can still correctly classify these
animals as annotation icons. We regard this performance as a
benefit of the pre-training on ImageNet.

In the Figure 9b, we further substitute all event marks with
animal photos to see whether the model can classify them as
event marks. Interestingly, our model can finish the task perfectly:
although the cats look identical, our model classifies the cats that
randomly distributed in the image as annotation marks, while the
cats on the main body as event marks.
However, this result does not mean that the model can
recognize elements based on their locations and relationships
with other elements. Figure 9c presents a more general case.
For this infographic, which has a similar representation with a
linear timeline, our model can correctly identify the annotation
marks, annotation text, and annotation icons, but classifies all
corncobs in the middle as annotation icons instead of event marks
or main body. This example demonstrates that the DL model mainly
recognizes elements based on their visual appearance, rather than
their locations and relationships to other elements. Thus, for the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10: A failed detection fixed by multi-scale testing.
cats on the main body in Figure 9b, we conjecture that is the
appearances of them together with other elements (e.g., the main
body and annotation marks) around that help our model to achieve
correct classifications.
These examples relate to issues about networks on images
with natural and graphical elements. Besides, these examples
also involve translation invariance vs. translation variance in
networks. Future research is needed to understand these cases
further. We discuss these issues and potential solutions in Section
7.2 in our paper.
D.2 Failure Cases
Given our work is not aimed at high metric values, we did not
optimize our model with bells and whistles, such as comprehensive
data augmentation, multi-scale train/test, and more advanced loss
functions. Outside the scope of this work, we expect that such
improvement skills are applicable to our model. Here we present
failure examples to demonstrate how our model can be improved
with such kind of techniques.
Figure 10a shows a timeline infographic and Figure 10b
presents the detection results of our model. As shown in Figure 10b, the annotation marks are not covered by the bboxes. Our
investigation reveals that this is because the sizes of the annotation

marks are too large with respect to the image size. There is no
such kind of unusual large annotation marks in the training set.
Thus, the model tends to use a relatively small bbox to cover the
annotation marks. In Figure 10c, we apply a multi-scale testing
technique by extending the image (resizing also works) to reduce
the relative size of the annotation marks. The model then can
detect the marks correctly. Multi-scale training, which is a data
augmentation strategy, is another method to tackle this kind of
cases. Simply put, we can resize the training images to cover
diverse sizes of annotation marks.
Figure 11a is a greyscale timeline and Figure 11b shows the
detection results. As shown in the enlarging views in the top of
Figure 11b, some event marks, whose colors are similar to the
background color, are undetected or incorrectly detected as a part
of the annotation text. These elements cannot be recovered by
Redundancy Recovery. We found out that the lacking of greyscale
training data is the major reason. In timelines with RGB channels, it
is unusual to have event marks with colors similar to the background
color. Thus, we randomly added some colors to the undetected
event marks (Figure 11c). The model successfully detects these
marks as our expected (Figure 11d). To handle this kind of cases, a
data augmentation strategy that converts RGB images to greyscale
images can be applied in training samples.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11: A failed detection that can be fixed by data augmentation of colors.
Both these two representative cases (i.e., the large size and
greyscale examples) can be addressed by data augmentation.
Besides the data aspect, there are other enhancement techniques
for networks, such as OHEM [13], focal loss [11], soft-NMS [5].
We leave these improvement techniques for future work.
D.3

three elements (i.e., Ea , Eb , and Ec ) in the template. When a
new element Ed is coming in, we place it on the same side as
Eb . Furthermore, we place Ee on the side of Ea and E f on the
side of Eb , and so on. This strategy is effectiveness regardless
of the parity (e.g., even or odd) of the number of elements in
the template.

Example Results of Each Stage

We provide several examples in Figure 12 - Figure 18, with the
results from the deconstruction stage (each subfigure (a)), the
results refined by the reconstruction stage (each subfigure (b)),
and the manully labeled annotations (each subfigure (c)). In each
subfigure (b), we use gray-scale images for a clear demonstration.
The color schemes of all figures are the same as the one in Table 1.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

D.4

[6]

Example Training Data

We provide examples of training samples with the annotations from
synthetic dataset D1 (Figure 19 - Figure 20) and real world dataset
D2 (Figure 21 - Figure 22). The color schema of all figures is the
same as the one in Table 1. We plan to open source the dataset.

A PPENDIX E
H EURISTICS FOR U SING THE T EMPLATES
We empoly heuristic rules for effectively using marks in templates:
1) We assume two placement patterns for the elements: 1) either
all elements are placed evenly or 2) even/odd elements are
placed differenly. This heuristic can be used in Redundancy
Recovery. Specifically, based on the detected elements, we
can first determine which pattern the timeline, then infer the
location of the undetected element based on their parity.
2) We adopted a mirror reflection strategy to decide which side
a new entry should be placed. Specifically, suppose we have
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(a) The output from
the deconstruction stage.
Two repeated annotation
marks (#31 and #30) are
detected.

(b) The output from
the reconstruction stage.
The repeated annotation
marks have been removed by NMM and the
masks of all elements
have been refined by DL
GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled
annotations, i.e., ground
truth.

Fig. 12: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) The output from the
deconstruction stage.
Two annotation marks
(on the upper side) are
undetected.

(b) The output from
the
reconstruction
stage. The undetected
annotation marks have
been inferred based
on other detected
annotation marks by
RR and the masks
of all elements have
been refined by DL
GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled annotations, i.e.,
ground truth.

Fig. 13: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) The output from the deconstruction stage. One annotation
icon (the dollar icon on the left),
one annotation text (of the first
event), and one annotation mark
(of the fourth event) are undetected.

(b) The output from the reconstruction stage. The undetected
elements have been inferred
based on other detected elements
by RR and the masks have been
refined by DL GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled annotations, i.e., ground truth.

Fig. 14: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) The output from the deconstruction stage. The background map
image does not decrease the performance of the model. Two annotation
texts (i.e., #20 and #21) are detected
repeatedly. A event text (of the thrid
event) is undetected.

(b) The output from the reconstruction stage. The repeated annotation
texts are removed by NMM. The
undetected event text is fixed by RR.
All the masks have been refined by
DL GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled annotations,
i.e., ground truth.

Fig. 15: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) The output from the deconstruction stage. One icon (of the
first event) is misclassified as
event mark and two icons (of the
forth and fith events) are undetected. Besides, two elements of
main body (i.e., #30 and #25) are
detected repeatedly. Also, only
one event text is detected. Other
event texts are either undetected
or classified incorrectly.

(b) The output from the reconstruction stage. The repeated
main bodys are removed by NMM.
The undetected and misclassified icons are fixed by RR. But
the event texts are failed to recover given more than half of the
event texts are undetected. All the
masks have been refined by DL
GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled annotations, i.e., ground truth.

Fig. 16: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) The output from the
deconstruction stage.
Although all elements
are detected, the masks
are with low quality.

(b) The output from
the
reconstruction
stage. All the masks
have been refined by
DL GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled annotations, i.e.,
ground truth.

Fig. 17: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) The output from the deconstruction stage. Three event texts (i.e.,
1993, 03, and 2018) are undetected.

(b) The output from the reconstruction stage. The undetected event
texts have been infered based on
other detected event texts by RR and
the masks of all elements have been
refined by DL GrabCut.

(c) The manully labeled annotations,
i.e., ground truth.

Fig. 18: Example results of each stage and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Log, and Faceted.

(b) The annotations of Figure 19a.

(c) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Sequential, and
Faceted.

(d) The annotations of Figure 19c.

(e) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Relative, and Faceted.

(f) The annotations of Figure 19e.

Fig. 19: Training samples from D1 and the ground truth annotations.

(d) The annotations of Figure 20c.

(f) The annotations of Figure 20e.

(c) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Collapsed, and Unified.

(e) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Chronological, and Unified.

Fig. 20: Training samples from D1 and the ground truth annotations.

(b) The annotations of Figure 20a.

(a) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Sequential, and Unified.
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(a) A training sample with dimensions of Arbitary, Sequential, and
Unified.

(b) The annotations of Figure 21a.

(c) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Chronological, and
Faceted.

(d) The annotations of Figure 21c.

(e) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Sequential, and
Unified.

(f) The annotations of Figure 21e.

Fig. 21: Training samples from D2 and the ground truth annotations.
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(a) A training sample with dimensions of Arbitary, Sequential, and
Unified.

(b) The annotations of Figure 22a.

(c) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Chronological, and
Unified.

(d) The annotations of Figure 22c.

(e) A training sample with dimensions of Linear, Chronological, and
Unified.

(f) The annotations of Figure 22e.

Fig. 22: Training samples from D2 and the ground truth annotations.

